
Review

:
Poor children would wear ‘hand-me-down’ clothes. True False

Small children would clean chimneys. True False

All Victorian families had a maid to clean their houses. True False

Victorian women/girls would wear a pinafore and a 
bonnet.

True False

Answer these questions. Are they true or false?
Jot these down in your purple book.



Tick or fix your answers

:
Poor children would wear ‘hand-me-down’ clothes. True False

Small children would clean chimneys. True False

All Victorian families had a maid to clean their houses. True False

Victorian women/girls would sometimes wear a pinafore 
and a bonnet.

True False



Knowledge Organiser:
Vocabulary

workhouse noun a place where people unable to support themselves went to live and work

Act of 

Parliament

noun a new law, or changes to a law, made by Parliament

engineer noun a person who uses science and maths to solve problems and build machines  

monarch noun the King or Queen

British Empire  noun countries that were ruled by Britain.  

Jubilee noun special anniversary of an event, especially one celebrating twenty-five or fifty years 

of a reign or activity

reign verb when a person rules as a King or Queen

QUESTION 2: What were children’s lives like in the Victorian era? 

Children’s lives changed dramatically with new laws to stop them working in mines 

and factories. Before poor children would have to work in dangerous places like 

text ile mills or as chimney sweeps. By the end of the Victorian era all children went 

to school. 

 
 

 



What Jobs Did
Victorian Children Do?

Children did various kinds of jobs 
and many were unsafe, poorly paid 
and damaging to their health.

They included:

• chimney sweeps

• domestic servants

• mill workers

• factory workers

• farm hands

• working in coal mines



Chimney Sweeps
• Orphans and homeless children were sold to employers to 

become chimney sweeps. 

• This happened because children were cheap and they 
could not complain. 

• Boys were forced up through the narrow, winding passages 
of chimneys in large houses in order to  clean them. 

• Children suffered many cuts, grazes and bruises on their 
knees, elbows and thighs. It was a dirty and dangerous job.

• In 1832, a law was introduced forbidding the use of boys 
for sweeping chimneys; unfortunately, we know that this 
law was ignored!

Vocabulary
orphans – a child who doesn’t have parents.
forbidding – not allowing

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WvlpHk0dF7oWatch this video:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WvlpHk0dF7o


Task 2:
Complete these sentences about a life of a child living 
in the Victorian times.

Victorian children had difficult lives because 
___________________________________________.

Victorian children had difficult lives but 
___________________________________________.

Victorian children had difficult lives and 
___________________________________________.

Lesson 2

Vocabulary:
chimney sweep, soot, dangerous, 
unsafe, cheap, dirty


